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Price: $20.00 Rating: 5Q: SSRS Grouping a DataSet Dataset of DataSets I have a dataset in
SSRS, all of the items in the dataset are stored in a list of data sets. I would like to group by Date
and the date is provided by another column of the same data set. This is where I run into the
problem... If I group by date, I would like to be able to have the date displayed in the lower
textbox in each group. However, if I put it in the lower text box, it overwrites the previous value.
How do I do this? A: It is possible to use a dataset with more than one data set. I don't know if
this is a good approach (and I haven't used it), but you can do this by adding a label to the current
row. In the Column group, select the Dataset1 cell, Then, on the cell, look for the Label property.
Add a label "Date" using the expression =Fields!DateField1.Value. Select the label and edit the
expression to the following: =Fields!DateField1.Value & " " & Fields!DateField2.Value & ", etc.
I know this is not the most intuitive way of grouping, but it gives you what you want. In your
report you will need to reference the label. In the Group on column expression, use the label.
Make sure that a record of your group header is selected. Then, on the Fields tab, drag the Date
label to the Row Group, setting the first group to the date of the header row. Q: Is there any way
to tell the user the number of days required for an Evernote subscription? Evernote has an
absurdly complicated pricing model. There is no clear and simple way to find out how much the
subscription fee is for a given month, and even when you do know, you have to call them for the
amount and it takes a full day to complete the transaction. As an alternative, I use Google
Notebook, and I can at least tell the user how many days the cost will be. Is there any way to
accomplish this in Evernote? A: I do not know how to do it for the paid version, but 3da54e8ca3
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